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Abstract
The aim of Image fusion is to combine the information from number of images of the same scene from different images with focus on different objects. The result of image is more informative and of better quality often the entropy content of the resultant image is poor due to improper local fusing. In this paper a comparative study and modified spatial domain approach is presented by fixing the contrast values of pixel in between the Average - minimum, and Average-Maximum to get better fusion capabilities. Experimental results demonstrates that the few of the proposed techniques outperform the existing techniques in terms of SNR and PSNR.

I. INTRODUCTION
Image fusion in recent time become an important sub area of digital image processing. Image fusion is the process of combining information from two or more source images of the same scene so that the resultant source image whose quality is superior to any of the input images. Hence further image processing tasks such as segmentation, feature extraction, and target recognition may be performed /1/. Input images consists of multi sensor, multimodal, multifocal or multi temporal. Image fusion techniques broadly classified in to three categories depending on the stage at which fusion takes place; it is often divided in to three levels, namely: low or pixel, middle or feature, and high or decision levels of representation /2/, /3/. The pixel-level method works on spatial domain or transform domain. Pixel level image fusion operates directly on the pixels obtained at imaging sensor outputs. While feature level image fusion operate on features extracted from the source images. The feature-level algorithms typically segment the image into contiguous regions and fuse the regions together using their properties. Decision level image fusion uses the outputs of initial object detection and classification as inputs to the fusion algorithm to perform the data integration. Feature level fusion and decision level image fusion may result in inaccurate and incomplete transfer of information.

The proposed approach uses the pixel based method of image fusion to fuse multi-focus images using primitive and principal component analysis. Select max, mid-max, aver, mid-min, and min are the primitive level fusion...
methods proposed. Pixel level Fusion works directly on the pixels of source image. Generally, the methods of pixel-level image fusion can be divided into three kinds as following: The first is a simple fusion method including calculating the weighted average value of the two space-registered images directly. The second is based on pyramid decomposition and reconstruction /4/. The third is a method of image fusion based on wavelet transforms /5/. This technique is required in many areas of application including computer vision, medical imaging, remote sensing, image Classification, Aerial and Satellite imaging, Robot vision, Concealed weapon Detection, Multi-focus image fusion, Digital camera application and Battlefield Monitoring. Image fusion is generally performed in spatial domain or transform domain. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Briefly surveys the different fusion techniques Section II, proposed approaches of fusion techniques section III, with the image quality metrics Section IV. The resultants are discussion in Section V, and conclusion is drawn in Section VI.

II. IMAGE FUSION TECHNIQUES

The goal of image fusion is to integrate complementary information from multimodal images so that the new images are more suitable for the purpose of human visual perception and computer processing. Each of the given images are fused together to form a resultant image, whose quality is superior to one any of the input images. Image Fusion method can be broadly classified into two methods. They are spatial domain fusion method and Transform domain fusion method. The process of spatial domain image fusion is shown in fig 1. The Spatial domain directly deals with the position of pixels of the input image. The pixel values are directly manipulated to achieve desired result. In the transform domain, the image is first transferred to transform domain i.e. the Fourier transform of the image is computed first. All the Fusion operations are performed on the Fourier transform of the image and then the inverse Fourier transform is performed to get the resultant image. Simple fusion and principal component analysis (PCA) /6/, /7/ is the spatial domain techniques. Simple fusion consists of Select Max/min /8/. These methods fall under spatial domain techniques. The select max/min, and principal component analysis (PCA), source image are direct, fused into the intensity values. The disadvantage of spatial domain approaches is that they produce spectral distortion and spatial degradation in the fused image. Spectral distortion becomes a negative factor while we go for further processing such as classification problem /9/. The PCA methods produce considerable spectral distortion /10/.
Image fusion using spatial domain fusion produces spectral degradation /11/. Image fusion using pixel level methods are affected by blurring effect which directly affects the contrast of the image /12/.

A. Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

In 1901 Karl Pearson as an analogue of the principal axes theorem in mechanics was invented Principal component analysis. But in this year 1930 it was developed by Harold Hotelling. This method is mostly used as a tool in exploratory data analysis and for making predictive models. PCA can be done by Eigen value decomposition of a data covariance or correlation matrix or singular value decomposition of a data matrix, is usually after mean centering and normalizing the data matrix for each and every attribute. The results of a PCA are usually discussed in terms of component scores. It is sometimes called as factor scores i.e. the transformed variable values corresponding to a particular data point, and loadings the weight by which each standardized original variable characteristic between the fused images and the original low resolution Images /13/.

B. Simple Fusion

The primitive image fusion techniques mainly perform a very basic function such as pixel selection, addition, subtraction and averaging of the pixel intensities of the source images to be fused. These spatial domain methods are not always effective but are at times critical based on the kind of image under consideration. A selection process is performed here where in, for every corresponding pixel in the input images, the pixel with maximum, mid-max, average, mid-min and minimum intensity is selected, respectively, and is put in as the resultant pixel of the fused image.

Simple Maximum and Minimum Method: In this method, the resultant fused image is obtained by selecting the maximum and minimum intensity of corresponding pixels from both the input image /14/, /15/. Select Minimum Method Pixel level method is affected by blurring effect which directly effect on the contrast of the image /16/, /17/. Simple maximum and simple minimum method is defined as,

\[
F(i,j) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \max A(i,j)B(i,j)
\]

(1)

\[
F(i,j) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \min A(i,j)B(i,j)
\]

(2)

Where A and B are source images and F is fused image.

Simple mid-Maximum Method: In this method the resultant fused image is obtained by taking the mid-max intensity of corresponding pixels from both the source image.

\[
F(i,j) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \max[ A(i,j)B(i,j) \times 3] + 4
\]

(3)

Where A and B are source images and F is fused image.

Simple Aver Method: In this method the resultant fused image is obtained by taking the average intensity of corresponding pixels from both the source image. Average method it leads to undesirable side effect such as reduced contrast. With this method some noise is easily introduced in to the fused image, which will reduce the resultant image quality consequently.

\[
F(i,j) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \text{av}[ A(i,j)B(i,j)] + 2
\]

(4)

Where A and B are source images and F is fused image.

Simple mid-Minimum: In this method the resultant fused image is obtained by taking the mid-min intensity of corresponding pixels from both the source image.
where $A$ and $B$ are source images and $F$ is fused image.

III. PROPOSED MAMP APPROACH

Although the fusion can be performed with more than two input images, this method considers only two input images. In this approach simple special fusion techniques such as two blur input images (Image A and Image B) are applied to the fusion stage. Image fusion stage is combined together to yield a fused image. Shown in fig.2 MAMP based simple Image Fusion method. Fused image function is the resultant fused image is obtained by selecting the max, mid-max, aver, mid-min and min intensity of corresponding pixels from both the input image (Image A and Image B). Finally we get fused image performs better in both visually and quantitatively.

Primitive i.e. the simple max, mid-max, aver, mid-min and min methods in which the all non-focused objects are obtained to be focused in the single output image. From each of the input images, the corresponding values of pixels are added. After obtaining their sum we then take its max, mid-max, aver, mid-min and min. The final output image of the corresponding pixel, this max, mid-max, aver, mid-min and min value is assigned. This process is continuing for all the pixel values.

The principal component analysis of all input intensities are PCA. It produces the coefficients of optimal weighting with respect to the information content and also the removal of redundancy without loss of information. Then the performing of a PCA to the covariance matrix, the weightings for each input image are obtained from the eigenvector to the corresponding of the largest Eigen value.

IV PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The following parameter is used to analyzing the performance evaluation of above fusion methods. The performance measures used in this paper provide some quantitative comparison among different fusion schemes, mainly aiming at measuring the definition of an image.

Entropy (EN): Entropy is a measure of information quantity contained in an image /18/ /19/. If the value of entropy becomes higher after fusing, it indicates that the information increases and the fusion performances are improved. Entropy is defined as:

$$ E = -\sum_{i=0}^{L-1} p_i \log_2 p_i $$

(6)

Where $L$ is the total of grey levels, $p = \{P_0, P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_{L-1}\}$ is the probability distribution of each level.
Overall cross entropy (OCE): It can reflect the difference between fused image and the two source images. The smaller the OCE is the better fusion result that is obtained /20/.

Signal-to-noise Ratio (SNR): The fused image is basically the ideal image (signal) along with the noise image (difference between the ideal image and the fused image). The larger the Peak Signal-to-noise Ratio value, better the fused result. The PSNR is defined as

\[
\text{SNR} = \frac{\text{PSignal}}{\text{Pnoise}}
\]

(7)

Where P is source image, P signal is ideal image and P noise is noise image.

Peak Signal-to-noise Ratio (PSNR): The PSNR block computes the peak signal-to-noise ratio, in decibels, between two images. This ratio is often used as a quality measurement between the original and a fused image. The higher value of peak signal-to-noise Ratio, better the fused result. The PSNR is defined as

\[
\text{PSNR} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\text{MAXI}^2}{\text{MSE}} \right)
\]

(8)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Where \( \text{MAXi} \) is the maximum possible pixel value of the image.

Mean Square Error (MSE): The Mean Square Error (MSE) is a well-known parameter to evaluate the quality of the fused image. The Mean Square Error is calculated between fused image K and standard reference image I which is defined as:

\[
\text{MSE} = \frac{1}{mn} \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} [I(i,j) - K(i,j)]^2
\]

(9)

Where I is the input image, K is the fused image to be assessed, i is pixel row index, j is pixel column index, m is number row and n is number of column. Smaller value of Mean Square Error indicates better fusion results.

Maximum difference (MD): Maximum difference is defined as a difference between pixels. The smaller the MD is the better fusion result that is obtained.

\[
\text{MD} = \max \{|A_i-B_j| : i=1,2,...,m; j=1,2,...,n\}
\]

(10)
In this section, there are two images of books. First image contains the far image focus, but the near image blurred, which means the near image is non-focused. Second image contains the near image focus, but the far image blurred, which means the far image is non-focused. These images are not Pre registered but have been taken with a still camera, hence they can be considered as registered. Here we represent the results we have obtained, by implementing the algorithms. Once the sample set of input image pairs were fused, the quality of the same were assessed for all fusion algorithms, discussed in section 2 with the image quality metrics, discussed in section 4. The simple mid-min output has signal-to-noise ratio higher value and simple mid-max output has peak signal-to-noise ratio higher value in fused image, it means the fused image by mid-min and mid-max gives higher information than the fused image produced by simple maximum, aver, minimum and PCA scheme. Here we have made comparison of the spatial domain image fusion methods of simple maximum, mid-max, aver, mid-min, minimum and PCA on discussed in section 2. This can be verified with the help of the metric table 1.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper is focused on the Comparative study of Image fusion and modified spatial domain image fusion technique. On applying the Simple max, mid-max, aver, mid-min, min and PCA, it is observed. This can be verified with the help of the metric table. The simple mid-min output has signal-to-noise ratio higher value and simple mid-max output has peak signal-to-noise ratio higher value in fused image, it means the fused image by mid-min and mid-max gives higher information than the fused image produced by simple max, aver, min and PCA scheme. The simple min output has entropy higher value and overall cross entropy is smaller value in fused image. The simple maximum output has the lower value of maximum difference. The experimental results demonstrates that the few of the proposed techniques outperforms better in existing spatial domain image fusion techniques.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(g)</th>
<th>(h)</th>
<th>(i)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0547</td>
<td>0.0547</td>
<td>0.0557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCE</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>26.8493</td>
<td>102.6013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136.4153</td>
<td>106.7136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207.3808</td>
<td>207.3808</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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